The information in this presentation by FMG Engineering (incorporating Burns
Hamilton) has been prepared for general information only and does not in any way
constitute recommendations or professional advice. While every effort has been
made and all reasonable care taken to ensure the accuracy of the information
contained in this presentation, this information should not be used or relied upon for
any specific application without investigation and verification as to its accuracy,
suitability and applicability by a competent professional person in this regard. The
Steel Reinforcement Institute of Australia, its officers and employees and the
authors and editors of this presentation do not give any warranties or make any
representations in relation to the information provided herein and to the extent
permitted by law (a) will not be held liable or responsible in any way: and (b)
expressly disclaim any liability or responsibility for any loss or damage costs or
expenses incurred in connection with this presentation by any person, whether that
person is the reader or downloader of this presentation or not. Without limitation,
this includes loss, damage, costs and expenses incurred as a result of the
negligence of the authors or editors.
The information in this presentation should not be relied upon as a
substitute for independent due diligence, professional or legal advice
and in this regards the services of a competent professional person or
persons should be sought.
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Discuss:
I will review these issues in the context of AS2870 and the outcomes of the court cases.
Following the requirements of AS2870-2011 is sufficient to avoid the issues that have
occurred.
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These are the most recent headlines.
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Hollows Circuit was subdivided from treeless farmland in 2005. The whole subdivision
was regraded with reactive clay controlled fill (subdivisional fill).
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The cracks in the road are an indicator of the extreme reactivity of the soil.
This house is on a 385mm deep waffle with no allowance for the effect of the street
trees.
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Discuss:
I have put up some key shrink swell values that demonstrate the distribution of test
results for the West.
Tarneit and Melton West were the two VCAT decisions appealed to the Supreme Court. I
have highlighted Williams Landing because later we’ll calculate the Y value for that site.
You will note that the higher values are clustered in the western suburb development
areas within the shires of Wyndham, Melton and Hume. Hoppers Crossing and Tarneit
are suburbs which have had particular problems, having the highest reactivity soils which
were not recognised for what they were at the beginning of development.
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NOTE: This is the distribution of Iss values across the greater Melbourne area. This is for
the sites we tested distributed across 37 suburbs.
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Discuss:
How should we classify sites?
The Engineer cannot adequately determine the level of risk associated with the sites
potential response to construction changes without detail of the soil profile and where
the reactivity is. You also need to account for the effects of sub-divisional fill and any
future cut and fill proposed.
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Discuss:
The visual tactile procedure is the most time and cost effective estimation process when
one accounts for the commercial imperatives. It is almost universally used.
Section 2.3.2 I refers to:
7.1.1 Shrink Swell
7.1.2 Drying Shrinkage
7.1.3 Core Shrinkage
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Discuss:
AS 2870-2011 requires that the visual-tactile procedure is routinely calibrated or bench
marked against laboratory testing.
Depending upon the geographic spread of the work being undertaken, 1 in 20 may be a
more suitable frequency. The decision is about choosing the level of risk one will
operate at.
How can a site classifier’s reports be QA/QC’d without this information and
demonstration of compliance?
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Discuss:
We should consider the uncertainty in the logging process and assessment of shrinkage index
and hence the consequent calculation of ys
We need careful logging of the soil layers and assigning of the instability index to allow Engineers
in the design supply chain to assess the level of risk.
Last year a comparative logging exercise (an industry snapshot or audit if you will) was carried
out by the EA Footings Group in SA.
This was combined with a logging course teaching program.
The sites were chosen based upon the above
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Discuss:
NOTE: that + 20% is comparable to the uncertainty of measurement, so you want it that
way. 20% is significant but not unacceptable in geotechnical testing terms. The
uncertainty of measurement is common to all soil testing.
In aggregate Engineers were logging conservatively. Individual loggers varied from site
to site and from day to day but on average they were not systematically inconsistent.
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This gives an idea of the distribution of Soil Shrinkage Index for the basaltic clays.
So you have a basaltic clay. Well what Ips would you like to attribute to it?
Melbourne’s Quaternary basaltic soil shown in the same plot is consistently recorded as
having a shrinkage index in the range of 3 to 6%/log(kPa), a little lower than that of the
gleyed clays of Adelaide.
For those of you who are up to date with the latest lithology nomenclature you could
read Neo instead of Qvn
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AS2870 Section 2.3.1
I am not going to teach you to calculate Ys. But I am going to demonstrate that if the
Standard was being applied diligently, y values of 85 to 130mm would be common in
these Basaltic Clay areas.
Ipt = α × Ips . . . 2.3.2(1)
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AS2870 Section 2.3.2 (iii)
Alpha varies from around 1.6 to 1.7 for a virgin site and only adds 2 to 10mm to ys
(because it is applied below a depth of 0.75Hs). But for controlled fill it’s a different
story.
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Discuss:
For virgin sites around Melbourne the depth of cracked zone is 0.75Hs.
But for the subdivisional controlled fill alpha is going to vary from 2 at the surface adding
significantly to ys if reactive clays used for the fill.
We need careful logging of the soil layers and assigning of the instability index to allow
Engineers in the design supply chain to assess the level of risk.
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Discuss:
Let’s go back to Tarneit.
This is a calculation (estimate) of ys using typical bench mark Ips values for the Tarneit
area.
The subdivisional fill was less than 5 years old.
If the subdivisional fill layer was assumed to be “uncracked” then you would apply α = 2.0
− z/5 = 2 - 0.3/5 = 1.9 to Ips.
This would add around 40mm to first layer => total ys ~ 135!
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A typical recent borelog again based upon measured Iss values. Whichever way you look
at it, the site was E but a substantial footing increase results due to controlled fill.
A 900mm deep conventional raft may be appropriate for these two sites.
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Discuss:
Abnormal moisture conditions mean a P site.
The Standard looks at abnormal moisture conditions prior to, during and after
construction. The conditions at investigation and design stage are the responsibility of
Engineer / Builder and are to be designed for. There is more advice in Appendix F2 of
the Standard.
We must design for the abnormal moisture conditions that exist including street trees
that are currently 1 metre high.
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Discuss:
Responsibility of the builder.
Notice this gives the builder the option to provide landscaping and drainage plans for the
owner to construct.
We must provide construction specification that directs the builder how to manage
the site construction:
• Cut and fill plan
• Site gradings
• Bench levels and floor levels
• Temporary drains
This was why the Tribunal held the builder responsible.
The failed sites all had abnormal moisture conditions triggering the actual failure event:
• some during construction; and
• some post construction
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Discuss:
AS2870 says that the site drainage and protection of the footings becomes the owner’s
responsibility, but only if we give the owner a specification about how to do it for the
particular site. (Note: in designing the footings in accordance with AS2870 the Engineer
is assuming abnormal site conditions will not be allowed to occur. On what basis?)
Provide the owner (or builder) with plans and specification (a drainage plan)
• Site grades
• Paving protection
• Surface drains and sumps
• Stormwater disposal
• Deal with potential boundary issues on small or zero lot line lots
The owner contributed, the builder blamed the owner but the Tribunal left the blame
with the builder. Why?
…. and found that the Engineer was not commissioned by the builder to advise on
drainage so the Engineer carried no responsibility.
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Discuss:
The Standard states that a site with abnormal moisture conditions is a P site.
So its slab design by Engineering Principles for E, P and tree effected sites.
This means we have to do a design in response to the particular site conditions not just
go to another lookup table of standard designs.
Standard designs are for simple well behaved sites. Engineers are paid to carry out
thoughtful analysis and design and model the particular abnormal moisture conditions
to be accounted for..
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Discuss:
If we are to make the design assumption that we are designing for a “normal site” then
site drainage and paving plans the will ensure “normal site drainage” need to be
specified.
Before we look at “Design by Engineering Principles” it’s instructive to draw some
lessons from the outcomes of these failures.
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I’ll just talk to this cross section which is out of the original 1989 James Hardie brochure.
You can design waffles for E sites but you are talking 600 to 800mm thick slabs. For these slabs, you have
the market’s expectation that internal floor levels are approximately the same as for the external alfresco
areas etc. If the waffles slab is dug into a hole in the ground, abnormal moisture conditions will be
triggered. If the site is filled around the waffle slab, the risk of triggering abnormal moisture
conditions is extremely high and cannot be monitored.
These issues are the reason waffles are not used for H and E sites in some jurisdictions. Not poor
performance but rather lack of market acceptability. A 700mm high slab with protective paving
around it and steps up to it to give access is not acceptable.
The hearings documented how abnormal moisture conditions were caused on these sites both during and
after construction.
There are not negotiable details shown on this cross-section. Firstly, the cut surface needs the natural soil
cut sloping away from the house as shown above and it needs to drain. Temporary drains and stormwater
connections for construction and protective paving etc for owner occupier.
The waffle is unforgiving:
- If the designer sites the house low because of owner preference or “ResCode” roofline requirements
- If the builder cuts the site low, doesn’t grade the cut natural surface away or uses too coarse a rubble
under the slab (Ref: VCAT) (NCC Section 3.2.2 (a)(i) “Sand used in controlled or rolled fill must not contain
any gravel size material …..”) or the site falls towards the house, or downpipes are not connected early
enough;
- If the landscaping and paving by the owner falls the wrong way or allows water to pond or there is no edge
paving protection for the slab.
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Discuss:
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Discuss:
There is a firm belief that the structural analysis for E & P sites needs to be more
thoughtful and site customized design specific to the abnormal conditions being
modelled rather than simply going to anther look up table. We will be operating at
different risk levels depending upon the borelogs, the past history of the site (controlled
fill, trees removed) and how he site is to be used.
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Discuss:
What are we trying to do?
The design of a slab to accommodate ground movements requires the provision of
sufficient overall strength and stiffness. Whereas a very flexible slab could deform in the
same way as the foundation, the stiffness of a properly designed slab limits the
differential movement as a result of interaction of the foundation and structure. This
interaction utilizes the mass of the slab and structure and its flexural stiffness and
strength. Some contribution may be made by tensile membrane action of the slab. The
stiffness of the slab not only reduces the deformations, but also transfers load to the
relatively high areas of the foundation, and thereby tends to suppress heave at those
locations.
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Discuss:
AS2870-2011, C2.1.1
The site classification process requires a secondary classification based on the regional
climate and, accordingly, the expected depth of soil moisture change or depth of
movement, (Hs). Experience has shown that slightly stiffer footing systems are required
in semi-arid areas than in more temperate regions for sites of the same level of
classification. This experience suggests that it is not only the magnitude of the
movement that dictates the design of the footing; the shape of the distorted ground, as
represented by the design parameters of edge distance or mound exponent, also plays
an important part in the design. It is proposed that the shape is dependent on the depth
of movement, with the most severe distortions occurring in semi-arid areas. This
dependency has been expounded in Appendix F of the Standard. Figure C2.1 illustrates
the effect of depth of movement on mound shape.
The standard applies climate impacts to only the centre heave mound shape. I will
discuss this later.
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Discuss:

We are designing the footing so the building will achieve the performance requirements
set out in Section 1.3.1 and Appendix B of this Standard.
These deflection ratios are not building performance standards. They are a structural
design criteria applied to the simplified cylindrical design model we are using to set the
target stiffness criteria for the design of the structural elements in that model. If these
targets are met in say CORD analysis then the building should achieve the performance
standards.
They are not a pass or fail for slabs,
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Discuss:
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Discuss:
AS2870-2011, F1 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Design parameters may be determined by an analysis that allows for interaction of the structure
with the foundation over a design range of soil moisture conditions. Generally, the raft should be
proportioned to resist positive and negative moments of approximately the same magnitude.
The recommended procedure is a computer analysis for the actual loading pattern in accordance
with the Walsh or Mitchell methods (Refs 1 and 2, Appendix I).
The analysis of non-rectangular buildings is commonly on the basis of overlapping rectangles.
The analysis and design may be based on the total slab cross-section, modified if applicable to
incorporate the effective flange widths as defined in Clause 4.4(e).
Section 4.4 gives the structural design rules for proportional raft footings systems including:
• Effective flange widths
• Strength
• Ductility (Mu ≥ 1.2 Mcr)
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Discussion:
Complex 3D finite element analysis is possible
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Discuss:
But the simple cylindrical models using 1D analysis to envelope the more sophisticated
results works quite well enough.
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Discuss:
Analysis in the short direction.
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Discuss:
Analysis in the long direction.
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Discuss:
AS2870-2011, F1
The Walsh mound shape is taken as a flat section with a parabolic movement occurring
over an edge distance “e”.
AS2870-2011, F2
The design differential movement is represented by this idealized mound.

Centre Heave
Edge Heave

WALSH
ym=0.7ys
ym=0.5ys

MITCHELL
ym=0.7ys
ym=0.7ys

Appendix F: ym is estimated taking account of the moisture conditions at the time of
construction and the influence of the footings system and paths on the design moisture
conditions.
Issues to be accounted for: initially wet site yme can be reduced 40%, other issues eg
gilgais and particular geological or drainage features should be used to modify the
model.
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Discuss:
AS2870-2011, F1
The edge heave shape is a compound parabola and the shape factor for this is given in
Figure F2 in Appendix F.
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Discuss:
AS2870-2011, Appendix F2:
Edge heave has been taken to be a transitory phase. It may occur before centre heave has been
established. The depth of moisture change causing edge heave is likely to be associated with the surface
soil effects such as site drainage and certainly no deeper than the depth of seasonal movement. The
design suction depth change Hs is usually much greater than seasonal movement particularly in semi arid
regions.
In recognition of these differences, the formulae for edge distance (e) and mound exponent (m) depend
on both ym and Hs for the case of centre heave, but only on ym in the case of edge heave.
So, in case of the centre heave, the form of the mound shape depends on climate, whereas in edge heave,
the mound shape depends on only ym (surface soil effects and drainage impacts that can be managed
away).
These rules highlight that the designs were not meant to be carried out for the abnormal moisture
conditions that triggered the subject failures. A normal site is an assumed pre-requisite and the rules in
AS2870 for site management are set up to ensure this occurs. I did a paper some years ago which
reviewed edge heave failures for raft footings (triggered by abnormal moisture conditions). The
conclusion was that to account for these edge heave abnormal moisture conditions the footings would
need to be 70% stiffer and stronger than the designs from AS2870. In many jurisdictions, eg Qld and SA,
site management, drainage, designs are required as part of the building application so the Engineer can
make that assumption.
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Discuss:
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Discuss:
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Discuss:
For a mound formation, the springs are now different heights.
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Discuss:
Guidance on the swell stiffness to be used for both swelling clay and for shrinking or
stable soil is given in Appendix F2 (c).
The computed forces and displacements are not particularly sensitive to the value of k
except in certain edge heave situations.
As an example, the difference in footing size between using k=1500 kPa/m (Adelaide
default value) and 400k Pa/m (Mebourne default value) is only 5-8% .
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Discuss:
We model the structure using overlapping rectangles. All this is in section 4 and
Appendix F of the Standard.
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Discuss:
The structural design is based upon the total cross section and you sum the beams in the
direction of interest (long or short direction).
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Discuss:
The loading model is simplified, for CORD there are default values based on construction
type (but the designer can modify them).
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Discuss:
Read
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Discuss:
Transverse line loads eg beams are converted to point loads when analyzing the
orthogonal direction.
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Discuss:
Flick this one – speak to next.
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Discuss:
The analysis is based upon the total cross section and beams are summed in each
direction.
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Discuss:
The CORD design inputs are those set out above.
Soil parameters such as swell stiffness and all structural analysis parameters are default
values in CORD, but can be altered to account for site specific issues.
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Discuss:
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Discuss:
This is a typical output from CORD. It compares the “actual” (what has been designed)
to the “required” for:
• Moment of Inertia
• Flexural Strength and
• Ductility
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Discuss:
This was for a ys of 80mm for the layouts used earlier.
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Discuss:
The CORD software is full of prompts and default values that make it easy to use. One
needs to have sufficient experience to have a reasonable idea of the footings sizes that
have been targeted and an understanding of the limitations of the soil interaction
models and be prepared to modify the model being used for particular site conditions.
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Discuss:
For E sites on Basaltic clay, particularly those where there is significant controlled fill,
larger footings sizes will be designed. These may require N16 and possibly N20 bars. 810mm ligatures (at say around 1m centre to centre) will be required for spacers.
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Discuss:
Specific abnormal moisture conditions can be modelled.
Engineering judgement is required to contextualize the level of risk being operated at
and have sufficient regard for the uncertainty of measurement of the parameters being
used.
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